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I am truly blessed to be teaching the students of St. Louise!
Kindergarten: It has been terrific having the kindergarteners in the library!
They are learning about the set-up of the library, the library rules, and how to
check out/return books. Each week they reinforce their knowledge of these
skills. The children are learning about the books we carry in the library and hear
special stories each week. Favorite books are the Mrs. Millie series and silly
stories.
First Grade: The students took time to review and go over library rules and how to check out/return
books. Now that they are in first grade they know what to do! The students have been introduced to many
series such as Henry and Mudge and Miss Smith. The children have been introduced to parts of a book.
The popular books the students have checked out are animal books, riddle books, and fantasy stories.
Second Grade: The students reviewed library procedures/rules and have enjoyed
listening to stories by authors such as, Robert Munsch and Mark Teague. The
children are learning in more depth about the parts of a book. The books read to the
class (as part of their library curriculum) are longer with more complex themes and
plot. The students participate very well with questions regarding analysis and critical
thinking about the different aspects of these stories. Way to go, second grade!
Third Grade: The children received orientation lessons to the online library
database, Destiny. This has allowed them to access the library database not only from the school library,
but also from home and the computer lab. The children have also learned about the genre poetry. They
wrote their own poems and did a great job sharing them. It has been exciting for them to be able to access
new sections of the library as their reading level is advancing.
Fourth Grade: The students reviewed Destiny, the online library database. They know how to access the
database at home and at school. They also reviewed Web Path Express, in Destiny. This is an excellent
controlled search engine for Internet research and the students have been taught how to locate this
important link. The fourth graders learned about the author, illustrator, songwriter and screenwriter, Shel
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Silverstein. We explored his unique work, his website, and his books. We read The Missing Piece and
using their critical thinking skills, the students wrote about what they thought the message this book was
trying to convey.
The students are introduced to a wide variety of genres from the library. This helps capture the students’
different interest in reading. It is important for them to find a book that draws them in and to explore
different genres in the library.
Fifth Grade: Fifth graders are experts on knowing the parts of the
book and important publishing information. The students reviewed
lessons on Destiny, the online library database. We reviewed Web
Path express and how the students can locate information easily
and quickly. They were also shown ways to make their search
easier and more productive when inquiring information. The
students are also experts on knowing the parts of books. They
increased their knowledge of the Dewey Decimal System, and worked on persuasive writing in relation to
picking out proper book choices.
Sixth Grade: The library curriculum has the emphasis on research: searching skills, data bases, and
reference books. They have learned new ways to help make searching easier on destiny and Web Path
express. The children worked on a project where they created their own library. They first explored
libraries from around the world. Then they created a library that would have a specific, design, purpose,
and population. They shared these with the class and reflected on the overall process of the project.
Borrowing/Returning library materials:
1. Books are checked out during student’s library times for two weeks.
2. Library is open after school Tuesday-Friday from 3-3:30
3. Books can be renewed for additional weeks. Students can renew their book in the
library or ask a parent to send an email. They do not need to bring their book to school to
renew it.
4. An email will be sent Wednesday afternoon if a book is overdue.
**If a book is not returned after repeated notifications, families are responsible for the cost of
replacing the book(s).
Please ask your child about how we check out books, how we care for books, and encourage them in
establishing a daily reading habit. Find a spot at home to keep library books so they can be easily
brought back to school when finished.
Keep reading!
Mrs. Cherie McIntosh
(CherieM@stlouiseschool.org)
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Musical Moments
Mrs. Terry LaRussa Banton, Music Specialist
Franz Joseph Haydn - an Austrian Composer
Haydn was called "Father of the Symphony" and also "Father of the string quartet.” He
was an important influence on Mozart, Beethoven, and many more. He had a great sense
of humor and was a cheerful soul with a warm heart. He once wrote of himself, "As God
has given me a cheerful heart, He will forgive me for serving Him cheerfully." Haydn
loved to play jokes and often wrote music with musical jokes. In his Surprise Symphony
he began the piece very softly and then played a loud chord in order to see the women
jump. His Farewell Symphony was written for the prince. In the last movement, he had
his musicians leave the stage at different intervals until only two violins were left on
stage playing. He did this to get the attention of the Prince to let them have some time off with their families.
Luckily for him, it worked, and the musicians were given a vacation by the Prince.

Feast of St. Francis Cabrini
It is traditional to begin the school year by asking the Holy Spirit to guide and bless
all that we do. Class 5A presented our Holy Spirit Mass. During that Mass, we met a
very important Saint who allowed the Holy Spirit to guide her. Her name is St.
Francis Cabrini, and she dreamed about being a missionary. It was not how far she
traveled or how many things she accomplished. It was about how she let the Holy
Spirit work through her. She reached the tired, the poor, the broken hearted, the
needy, and the Italian immigrant and non-Italian immigrants alike. During this Mass,
students sang special songs dedicated to the Holy Spirit.

Feast of Guardian Angels
Class 3A presented a wonderful Mass on the Feast of Guardian Angels. Guardian Angels have been venerated
since the early days of the Church. But, it was Pope Clement X who extended the feast day to all of church.
Angels are pure spirits created by God. The English word angel comes from the Greek
word meaning “messenger.” These heavenly beings are God’s messengers working for
Him and for the benefit of all. Guardian Angels are a
heavenly spirit assigned by God to watch over each of us
during our lives. The role of a guardian angel is both to guide
us to good thoughts, works and words and preserve us from
evil. All the classes practiced the song Angel of Mine.
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St. Damien of Molokai
St. Damien of Molokai was highlighted during 3B’s Mass on the Feast of All Saints. Every
age has its stories of heroic men and women whose faith challenge them to reach out in
heroic love to assist the sufferings of their brothers and sisters. This is the story of one such
hero. He was a Belgium farm boy. As a priest, he immigrated to Hawaii. Damien’s
compassion for the lepers, led him to spend sixteen
years helping those with leprosy or Hansen ’s
disease. He died at age 49. During the service, nine
3rd graders danced a Hawaiian hymn, How Great
Thou Art. These nine students gave up their recess
every day in order to perfect their Hawaiian Prayer.

Kindergarten Concert
Our Kindergarten classes presented their
Autumn Concert on October 31st in the Parish
Hall. All students dressed up in the Halloween
attire and sang five beautiful Autumn songs.
They sang, and danced to five fall songs:
Autumn-ish Feelin’, Hey, Jack!, Autumn Vibe,
Havin’ a Bad Scare Day and ended with a
choreographed scarf dance to Autumnal
Equinox. What a perfect beginning of a
Halloween-ish kind of day!

SLEs in Music
This first trimester, music students have worked diligently on perfecting SLEs for the months of September
and October. Students have set goals to accomplish leading all-school Masses, an autumn concert, and
learning about our special composer - Mr. Franz Joseph Hayden. Our lessons have incorporated the special
Saints that visit us during each Mass. Students have studied the life of St. Francis Cabrini and St. Damien of
Molokai. We have learned about students who have family members join us from the Philippines and India,
and Saints who immigrated from Italy and Belgium. Students exhibit an
enthusiasm for learning with their uplifted voices and movement in song. Several
cantors from 5A, 3A, and 3B have gifted our school with their song during Mass.
Students have showed awareness of local, national, and international events by
learning about the canonization of St. Francis Cabrini and St. Damien. In addition,
our student body learned to sing a new Mass Setting: The Mass of St. Anne.

Keep a song in your heart,
Mrs. LB
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The Art Room has been positively buzzing with activity for our first trimester! Check out some of the
beautiful and inspiring work created by the amazing artists at St. Louise!

To start off the year, Kindergarteners practiced
drawing lines in the Art Room and traced leaves. We
learned about the changing seasons then practiced holding
our leaves in place, while tracing around the edges. We
outlined in sharpie and then used fall inspired watercolor
paints to fill the inside of our leaves. Students did such an
impressive job learning about lines and how to use
watercolor paints for this beautiful fall themed project.

1st Graders explored color mixing while working on a
Color Wheel Fish project. They learned about our 3 Primary
Colors (Red, Yellow, Blue) and how they can be mixed together
to form our Secondary Colors (Green, Orange, Purple). We
created six fish on our paper, adding in fun details using an
assortment of lines. Students also used proper painting techniques
as we painted in each fish with a color from our color wheel.
Way to go 1st Grade!

nd
Our hands got very messy in 2 Grade as we
created chalk hearts. Students learned about artist Jim
Dine, a Pop Art Painter who often used hearts as the
subject matter of his work. We divided our paper into
four sections and added a heart to each area. After
carefully outlining our lines with bottle glue and letting
it dry, we learned how to color and blend using chalk
pastels. We used multiple colors to create blending in
our heart and then added color to our background to
complete our work.
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3rd Grade learned about the Japanese art of
folding paper and created an origami blinking
cyclops eye. After carefully folding and creating
their eyeball, each student designed an imaginative
monster body to accompany their folded creation.
They learned about a resist technique and colored
with oil pastels before painting over the surface
with tempera paints. They observed how the paint glided over the oil pastels, filling
the gaps in the paper with additional color. Amazing creativity was showcased during
this lesson.
th
Texture became the focus for 4 Grade as we created “Sole
Prints.” What a fun day we had working with our shoes to create
interesting textures. Using air dry clay and the bottom of our
shoes, we created impressions into clay. After our clay dried, we
then transformed our clay prints into pendants by painting the
piece with Acrylic paint. For a finishing touch, we rubbed a little
metallic pigment powder to the raised surface to make this
wearable piece of art shine.

Do you know how to transform
a circle into a sphere?
5th Grade does!
Students used SHADING and
new blending techniques to
create spherical planets in their
solar system. They added a highlight and shadow on each planet using chalk pastels and then splattered their
galaxy with paint to make it look out of this world.

6th Graders learned new drawing techniques and practiced
drawing from observation. They viewed leaves in the classroom
and sketched multiple leaves in an interesting composition on
their page. They used light whisper lines to map out each shape
and created large shapes first before going back and adding any
details. To make the leaves come to life, they colored with oil
pastels and then blended the colors with baby oil to create smooth
transitions and continue the illusion of realism.
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Jasper Johns became the artist of inspiration for 7

th

Graders during this oil pastel project.

Students learned
about Jasper Johns, an Abstract Expressionist who used
symbols in his art. His goal was to make the viewer stops and
re-evaluate how they viewed his basic imagery, thus creating a
different experience with common objects. Student took this
idea and created a piece of art showcasing a number that was
transformed, distorted or fractured. Their challenge was to
change the way the number was displayed by using themes seen
throughout Johns’ artwork. Students did a wonderful job using
oil pastels to complete this piece of art.

8th Graders created embossed skyline cities. Using
skylines from around the world as inspiration, students were
challenged to design an interesting detailed city which they then
embossed into a sheet of metal. Students used pencils to create
the indentations into the sheet of metal, manipulating the surface
to create depth. They worked hard to make their cities stand out
in sculptural relief.
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Physical
Education
Greetings St. Louise Parish School! I am very excited to be back for my second year as
your Physical Education Specialist. We are off to fantastic start and have been very busy in the gym. We also
have quite a few new families, and I want to welcome all of you to our community.

Health/Wellness Tips:
If you are the parent of a primary student, I encourage you to have your children practice tying their shoes! It
increases the safety of the learning environment and helps save time. Velcro shoe laces are always a good
option if you have a child that struggles with regular shoe laces.
All of us can benefit from good health habits. Some little health habits that can make a big difference over
time include never walking past a water fountain without taking a drink, using stairs instead of
escalators/elevators when possible, and try parking your vehicles as far away as possible to promote more
walking steps!

Kindergarten – 4th Grade Recap:
Our primary students have been very active with cooperative group games and skill
development. The always fun parachute games have helped students learn how to work
together. We have also been focusing on improving our hand eye coordination through
bean bag activities and “toe tag”. In addition, we have also enjoyed the cooperative
group activity 4-Ball which puts emphasis on skill, strategy, and sportsmanship. The
primary fitness circuit training has helped students identify and train muscular strength,
cardiovascular endurance, and muscular flexibility. We even had a fun Halloween
dance party!
5th – 6th Grade Recap:
Grades 5 and 6 have been working extremely hard with advanced circuit training. Students have been
monitoring their effort level by taking a target train zone cardiovascular test after fitness lessons to measure
their effort level. For activities, we started out with Football Passing Game which removes the physical pain
and risks associated with traditional football while keeping the strategy and skills of throwing, catching,
running routes, and calling plays intact. grades 5 and 6 also learned how to play Speedball which is a
combination of soccer, football, basketball, and hand ball all rolled into one very fast and fun team sport. In
addition, we have also enjoyed the cooperative group activity 4-Ball which puts emphasis on skill, strategy,
and sportsmanship. The 6th graders also participated in a Fitness One Halloween challenge where grade 6A
squared off against 6B in a fun fitness based game.
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7th – 8th Grade Recap:
Junior high students have P.E. once a week so we have been alternating between fitness and team sports. The
F.I.T. principle and how it relates to heart health has been an area of emphasis. Junior high students have also
participated in fitness testing and setting fitness goals for the school year. Our activities have included
Football Passing Game and Speedball.

Walking for Fitness Elective Recap:
7th and 8th graders who have chosen to enroll in the Walking for Fitness elective have been racking up many
steps with their classmates while enjoying the wonderful trail systems surrounding our school including
Larsen and Phantom lakes.
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Spanish
This year is our second year of Spanish as a part of the Junior High
Curriculum. The seventh graders have been working on present tense
conjugations and vocabulary related to basic greetings, numbers, and food,
family, and the alphabet.
Eighth graders are working on the preterit tense, past-tense verbs and
building vocabulary, while reinforcing what was learned last year with definite
and indefinite articles, adjective coordination, punctuation, and other areas of
grammar.
During each class, we work on grammatical technicalities with the
language, such as the order and placement of the date, adjective and article
coordination, and writing complete and accurate sentence structures.
Both grades are working on language acquisition in the areas of:
listening, speaking, writing, and reading. Those four areas of language go
along with understanding of the cultures of Spanish speaking countries. The
language lives within the culture. To fully understand the language, we
embrace the cultures Spanish lives within.
All students have learned about the great importance of Día de Todos los Santos celebrated throughout
parts of Latin America, and honoring the beautiful blend of Catholicism with existing traditions of the
Indigenous people when the Europeans arrived in the Americas. This holiday lives very strong today in
Mexico and other regions of Latin America. It is the happy celebration of the full circle of life. In
Guatemala, people commonly put wreaths on graves, for the celebration to signify the eternity of life, just as
we do at Christmas. The photo above is our class ofrenda, that students helped construct.
We are looking forward to celebrating Las Posadas in December, the journey of Mary and Joseph to
Bethlehem, several days of festivities in Latin America, just as fun and important leading up to Christmas.
It is a gift to be to work with each of the students in the Junior High, during this pivotal part of their
development, preparing for high school, and the rest of life beyond.

If you have noticed flags in the hallways, 8th grade students
made flags of different Spanish Speaking countries, with important
facts about the flag, to present in class.
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Click N

tes Computer News

The Kindergarteners are off to a great start in the computer lab this fall. They have learned about the parts
of the computer and how to respect the equipment. Each week they are practicing different fundamental skills.
Through weekly activities/projects they have practiced clicking, scrolling, dragging objects, deleting
words/images, and typing their names. They have also practiced how to open and save files. Their projects
have been done on the program Kidspiration to practice their skills. They demonstrated their enthusiasm for
learning by connecting their learning with life experiences (October SLE) by finding pictures to show their
favorite foods, pets, and activities. It has been so exciting to see them so engaged in their projects while
developing their computer skills!
1st graders have been hard workers in the lab this year. They
reviewed the basic parts of the computer, as well as, fundamental
skills including clicking, scrolling, dragging, deleting, resizing and
typing. The children have also practiced locating, opening, and
saving files to the server. They have used the programs Word and
Kidspiration to practice these skills. To demonstrate their enthusiasm
for learning by connecting their learning to life experiences (October
SLE), they had to arrange pictures from a “picture stack” into boxes
with its beginning letter sound. They also had to type the name of the
picture using their best guess spelling.
2nd graders are doing a great job in computers this year. They are building upon their essential computer
skills each week. They have learned to organize information and reinforce concepts that they are learning in
the classroom. The children have extended and created advanced patterns on Kidspiration. This project was a
great way to connect their learning and life experiences (October SLE). We have utilized the website Dance
Mat Typing to practice keyboarding. It demonstrates how to properly place fingers on the home row keys.
3rd Graders-6th graders build keyboarding skills with frequent practice sessions. Home row key
fingering is always stressed, even when typing at home! Much like learning how to play a sport, do a dance
step, or play an instrument, keyboarding practice builds the
muscle memory needed to be able to keyboard without looking
down at the keyboard.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC
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Our keyboarding programs are accessible on my webpage and I
strongly encourage all students to practice at least 20 minutes
per week at home. In addition, there are numerous free
keyboarding games online. Any of these is fine to use
provided home key fingering is being practiced.

3rd Graders are familiarizing themselves with the features of MS Word as there will a greater emphasis on
writing projects this year. Students took time to investigate the main tools of the program and how to locate
these tools under their designated tab and ribbon. To practice with the Home Tab tools, students learned to
change font styles, sizes, and colors. We didn’t only use Word for our projects. In MS Excel, students
graphed the most popular Halloween candies in the class and learned to use the A to Z sorting feature to
alphabetize a list of foods eaten at the 1st Thanksgiving while comparing these to foods they eat at their own
Thanksgiving tables. This also helped them connect learning to life experiences for SLE 2.3.
4th Graders began a year-long MS PowerPoint project to record their favorite activities and goals each
month. Through this process, students will become well-practiced with formatting slides and adding
animation effects. Digital citizenship was the focus unit for most of this trimester. Discussing how to use the
internet responsibly follows SLE 3.1: A St. Louise student is a well-balanced individual who practices
positive social skills by taking responsibility for one’s own actions and showing respect. Students have
learned to protect their identities by not posting private information online. To facilitate more effective online
searching, students practiced the power of precise keywords while doing some informational searches.
5th Graders began a year-long project chronicling the highlights of each month in MS PowerPoint.
Through this process, they will reinforce their proficiency with the basic features of PowerPoint as well as
becoming more adept with more advanced features such as design templates and linking slides. Lessons on
the responsible and safe use of connected devices covered how to make secure passwords, how to recognize
spam e-mail, and how to avoid clicking on links in e-mail from unknown sources. This learning also helped
the 5th graders connect learning to life experiences for SLE 2.3.
6th Graders started the school year creating a monthly newsletter using MS Word. They are becoming
more familiar with its design and review features as they reflect on their favorite events and
accomplishments at the end of each month. A large part of the 1st trimester was spent on Digital
Citizenship: using online resources safely and responsibly.
Each student thought about the variety of connected devices
they use and the many ways in which they interact with these.
Next, students discussed the pros and cons of people using
online identities. Later in the trimester, students assumed the
role of a prospective employer and discussed the merits of two
fictitious job applicants basing their hiring decision on the
type of “digital footprint” the job candidates had online.
Students then thought about the kind of digital footprints they
would like to leave in the next 10 years which may be seen by
their future employer.

Thank you to all our Computer Lab volunteers!
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